Immunohistochemistry Use by Diagnostic Category and Pathologist in 4477 Prostate Core Biopsy Sets Assessed at Two Hospitals.
Immunohistochemistry (IHC) use in prostate cores is not routinely determined and its value assessed. Pathology reports for cases accessioned 2011 to 2017 at two hospitals were retrieved. IHC orders by pathologist and hospital were extracted with a custom program and tabulated. The diagnostic category (and highest grade cancer if applicable) was obtained by a hierarchical (free text) string matching algorithm. The study period contained 4477 biopsy sets. Categorized by worst pathology (% stained), the cohort was: benign: 1184 cases (42%); prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia: 168 (68%); suspicious: 323 (93%); grade group 1 cancer (WHO1): 900 (78%); grade group two (WHO2): 840 (60%); WHO3 cancer: 451 (54%); WHO4 cancer: 363 (46%); WHO5 cancer: 215 (56%); cancer grade not specified: 33 (52%). The hospital was a predictor; site A(2716 biopsies) and site B(1761) accounted for 10,183 and 14,852 IHC, respectively. The cases with IHC decreased in the last 4 years (site A: 57->45%, site B: 79->73%). Thirty-five pathologists read >20 cases each and together interpreted 4418 (range, 21 to 415; median, 88). In total 24,766 IHCs were done on the 4,418 cases (5.6/case). The mean/median/SD/max/min IHCs/case for the 35 pathologists was 5.6/4.1/3.9/15.2/0.9. High IHC users (1st and 2nd quintile pathologists) called more suspicious for malignancy but not significantly more WHO1 than low IHC users. IHC use is most frequent at the benign/malignant interface, and dependent on the pathologist and hospital; however, it is independent of WHO1 cancer rate. Diagnostic rate information can inform and define appropriate and rational IHC use. We plan to follow IHC utilization retrospectively in relation to the diagnostic category going forward.